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I’m writing this whilst cruising
at 35,000 feet up in the sky with
the view of a sunny, clear blue
horizon and a bed of fluffy white
clouds below. As I look out of the
window, although it’s only very
early in the morning, the touch of
cheerful sunshine makes me feel 
so much brighter.

I’m on my way to Glasgow for
the day to teach at the University.
Being a full time working ‘Mum’
these days means that finely tuned
organisation is essential. Last night
while I was making a lasagne 
for the family to eat this evening,
ironing shirts for my boys for
school this week, emptying yet
another load of washing and
putting it in the drier and then
refilling the dishwasher, I thought
how adaptable women have to 
be today out of necessity.

Someone recently told me I
should be awarded a PhD in 
multi-tasking – but we’re all good
at this!

I enjoy my work immensely
though and particularly on occa-
sions when, like last week I was
teaching a group of nurses in
Oxford and one of them came up
to me and asked if it was me from
the Craft Creations magazine!

I had also started the day off
telling the nurses how I used to
travel to that part of the world to
buy fabric from a great patch-
work shop in Wallingford and 
am now the proud owner of three
wardrobes full of it! The saying
goes in patchwork circles – ‘She
who dies with the most fabric
wins’ I could probably be a close
contender for fabric and cards!

This edition is bright and 
cheerful helping to elevate my
mood even further as we fly over
the beautiful Lake District! There 
is a great selection of designs suit-
able for the males in your life and
with Fathers’ Day not too long
away - Fishing, Birthday Cup,
Treasure Chest, Drive Time and
Offcut Cards are all very suitable.

There are some lovely floral
designs in Lemon Roses, Lily of 
the Valley, Flower Theme, Pressed
for Time and also some great 
ideas from our designer profile Liz
Jervis. We also have some new and
very delicate découpage designs
which are bound to be extremely
popular.
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Animal Magic would look
cheerful with the light behind it
and Juggling Clowns should make
any child happy. I love to make
boxes and will soon be trying out
Brilliant Boxes.

The very cute Gingham
Greetings reminds me of days
learning to produce very even
needlework stitches at school 
on various projects and Vinegar
Marbling reminds me of many 
a pleasurable hour in the art
department!

Happy Holidays and Stencil
Style certainly help one to get in
the mood for that long awaited 
rest which isn’t really too far 
away now.

We are about to come in to
land, so enjoy the forthcoming
warmer weather and I’ll be in
touch soon.

Jane Chiodini.



By Kathleen Stroud

Materials Required:
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.

Scissors or knife and cutting mat.

Sticky fixer pads or silicone adhesive. 

3D Découpage paper: DC187 to DC192.

Card mount: AP02U or AP02G.

How To Make The Cards:
The designs shown in the instructions are all in 

the large size using AP02 cards. The prints are also
available in a smaller size to fit AP78U or AP78M
cards (shown right). The découpage sheet codes for
this size are DC199 to DC204. The instructions are 
the same for either size.

The first layer of each design is a full print mounted
into the card before following the instructions for your
chosen design.

You can use either silicone adhesive or sticky fixers
to separate the layers. Using silicone glue means you
can vary the spacing between different layers or areas
simply by using a larger or smaller blob of glue. Sticky
fixers are too large as they come and should be cut 
into about eight pieces or smaller where necessary.

3D Découpage
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White gaps on the diagrams show a cut.
Red lines show glue. 

1. Cut out parts shown.
Sticky fix single leaf into
place. Cut four leaves
where shown. Sticky fix 
rest into place and glue
leaves and stems where
shown.

2. Cut out parts shown.
Glue small top leaf at base,
no sticky fixer. Cut between
stem and bud where
shown. Sticky fix top two
buds into place and glue
stems. Sticky fix the flowers
into place. Glue stem where
shown.

3. Cut petals of top flower
as shown and curve centre
part down. Sticky fix into
place. Sticky fix lower
flower into place.

When the instructions call for glueing,
place the sticky fixer as far as possible from
the area to be glued.
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1. White gaps on the diagrams
show a cut. Red lines show
glue. Cut out parts shown. Cut
between stem and top flower
where shown. Sticky fix into
place and glue stem where
shown.

2. Cut out parts shown. Cut
between bud and right hand
flower. Sticky fix two lower
flowers and leaves into place
and glue stems where shown.

1. White gaps on the diagrams
show a cut and the blue lines
show glue. Cut out parts
shown. Cut the upper left leaf
group at stem where shown.
Sticky fix into place and glue
stem. Cut away the top two
leaves on the right as shown
then cut between them where
shown. Sticky fix into place 
and glue where shown. Cut
between centre leaf and stems

where shown. Sticky fix into
place and glue two cut stems 
as shown.
2. Cut out parts shown. Sticky
fix all upper leaves into place
and glue where shown. Cut
between the two rose hips and
sticky fix back one into place
glueing where shown. Sticky 
fix other two hips into place.

Sticky fix front leaf with rose
hip flower into place and glue
where shown. Sticky fix stem
into place.
3. Cut out the parts as shown.
Sticky fix all parts into place
and glue each one where 
shown.

Cut between the petals on top
flower and cut bud from leaves.
Sticky fix bud into place and
glue stem. Sticky fix flower 
and leaves into place and glue
flower where shown.
3. Cut out parts shown. Sticky
fix leaves into place and glue
the centre. Cut between the
petals on right hand flower 
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where shown, bend centre petal
up a little. Sticky fix into place
and glue as shown. Cut the left
petal as shown. Bend the edge
down a little, sticky fix into
place and glue where shown.
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1. White gaps on the dia-
grams show a cut and the
red lines show glue. Cut
out all parts shown and
sticky fix into place.
2. Cut out parts shown.
Sticky fix seed head into
place. Glue both buds into

1. White gaps on the dia-
grams show a cut and the
red lines show glue. Cut
out all parts shown and
sticky fix into place.

2. Cut out all parts shown.
Cut between main stem 
and leaf stem where shown.
Sticky fix into place and
glue stems where shown.

3. Cut out parts shown.
Sticky fix the berries into
place. Sticky fix part leaf
into place and glue along
top as shown. Sticky fix leaf
into place and glue stem.

1. White gaps on the dia-
grams show a cut and the
red lines show glue. Cut
out all parts as shown. Cut
out the yellow flower centre
and set aside to use later.
Sticky fix the rest into place.

2. Cut out parts shown.
Sticky fix single leaf into
place and glue stem as
shown. Sticky fix rest into
place and glue part leaf
where shown.

3. Cut out parts shown.
Sticky fix leaf into place
and glue at the base. Cut
between the flower petals
and sticky fix flower into
place. Sticky fix the saved
yellow centre into place.

place where marked with-
out a sticky fixer. Sticky 
fix leaves into place. Cut
between the petals on both
flowers where marked.
Bend the petals to accen-
tuate the shapes and sticky
fix into place.

3. Cut out parts shown. Cut
top petal where shown and
sticky fix into place. Bend
the lower flower on the join
between top and bottom
petals and sticky fix into
place. Sticky fix the leaf 
into place.



Offcut Cards
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By Sue Skittrell
I enjoy a challenge and find that coming up

with different ideas for making cards from a 
bag of offcuts is very satisfying.

You probably won’t get exactly the same
shape or colour offcuts as I did in my one kilo
bag, but there will be some which you can use
with these ideas to make a similar card, and 
any variation just adds to the fun.

You will need glue, double sided tape or
sticky fixers, as well as a selection of decorative
items which can include some of the following,
or anything else that you particularly like. 

Peel off stickers, tassels, cords or braids. Silk
or paper flowers, photos, clip art or pictures cut
from old magazines. Coloured spray paint (car
spray is good and dries quickly), and metallic
pens are very useful.

Happy Fish Card:
I used six rounded corner 75mm by 75mm

offcuts with a ‘clip art’ fish to make this card. In
a well ventilated area, lightly spray one of the
offcuts all over the front, I used a green paint
which went nicely with the cream offcuts. Once
the paint is dry spray very lightly over again
with a contrasting colour to achieve a speckled
effect, I used red for this. 

Place two unpainted offcuts diagonally with
their corners just touching and face up, glue the
painted offcut centrally onto the front of these
making sure the glue or tape is placed only on
areas which will overlap.

For the back of the card, place two offcuts
diagonally as before, but face down. Glue a 
third offcut centrally and face up onto them so 
it shows as a background when assembled.

Make a slit in the left hand corner of the top
and bottom offcuts on the front and back panels
as shown by the grey lines. Make the slits
approx. 1cm in from the left and extend them 
to just over half way down on the front, and 
just over half way up on the back.

Slot the two pieces together and secure with 
a small piece of sticky tape in the outer ‘V’ of 
the hinge. Trim the bottom to make a flat end so 
the card stands nicely. 

Decorate the card as desired, I coloured and
printed out a ‘clip art’ fish which I then high-
lighted with a metallic pen.
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These last three cards illustrate other methods
for joining offcuts to make unusual cards. 

The card on the right
has a strip of sticky back
foil placed centrally
across the two pieces of
card to join them and
make a decorative hinge. 

The Japanese style
card has a tab cut into
the front offcut
and a slot in
the back one
and is then
simply slotted
together.

Fold Out Card:
For this card you will need 16 x 60mm

square offcuts, two tassels, some thin
cord in the same colour as the tassels,
and spray paint. 

Lay out all the offcuts and lightly
spray to give a pleasing effect, I have
used green and red, both very lightly to
achieve this light speckled effect.

With the sprayed side down, lay two
offcuts side by side with a piece of cord
sandwiched between them, place a strip
of sticky tape over the join. Don’t sand-
wich them too tightly or the card will not con-
certina properly, I found it helped to practice this
on some spare offcuts first. Trim the tape and
cord flush with the offcuts. 

Continue by placing offcuts alongside the first
two, with a piece of cord between as before and
taping the back until fourteen of them are used.
Glue one offcut onto the back of the first and last
squares in the row to cover the tape and show 
a painted surface on both sides. Fold the card
concertina style and glue a tassel onto the front
two panels.

Again you can decorate the card in any way
you like, I have spelled out ‘HAPPY BIRTHDAY’
putting one letter onto each square (leaving a
gap between the two words). If you write a dif-
ferent message check how many squares you will
need before beginning.

I cut large capital letters from red card and
highlighted the edges with a thick gold pen to
make the wording. For the front of my card and
on the blank square between the two words
inside the card I used some little cat pictures.

The rose card has the
same style join as used
in the fish card. Cut the
front offcut from the top
and the back one from
the bottom going just
beyond the halfway
point each time. Cover
the join with thin cord.



Pressed For Time
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By Selina Wesley
This design needs thinking about well in

advance, unless you have a good selection of
pressed flowers and plant material to hand
already. There is no need to use exactly the same
plants as I have but I have included plant names
where appropriate in case you would prefer to.

Plant Material:
Mountains and islands: Tulip petals,
Alstroemeria, spotted Green leaf.
Snow capped mountains: Alstroemeria.
Jetty and fence: a heavy leaf.
Boat on jetty: White Lily petal, Purple petal, 
thin stems and a Sweet Pea tendril.
Small boats: Red petal and any 
Brown plant material.
Foreground plants: Pink Spiraea, 
Solidago (Golden Rod).

Other Materials Used: 
Matt thermaseal 12cm x 16cm.
Very Pale Blue card 12cm x 16cm.
Scrap of thin White card.
2 Tiny feathers.
Sharp knife or scissors.
Colouring pencils: Blue, Green and Red.
Fine Black felt tipped pen and a Blue pen.
White correction fluid (Tippex or similar) 
or acrylic paint.
Embroidery threads in Greens and Mauves.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: DE01U, Textura Bright White.

To Make The Card:
If you are starting from scratch you will need

to begin by selecting the plant material, place in 
a flower press and leave for about 4-6 weeks in a
warm place until completely dry.

For the three snow capped mountains (a) I
have used Alstroemeria petals, with their tips

upward, these are cut to length to make the
mountains different heights. For the snow I find
typing correction fluid perfect and it comes with
a little brush inside the lid. Paint the ‘tops’ of the
mountains to give a realistic snow effect.

The mountains (b) are made from Tulip
petals, the islands (c) are Alstroemeria petals 
and the remaining islands (d) are spotted green
leaves. All of these are cut in half lengthwise to
give them flat bottoms.

Once you have prepared these pieces, glue
them onto the pale blue background card using
the diagram to help with placing. As all plants
vary in size this is inevitably going to be a rough
guide but keep the horizon about where it is
shown and make sure the edges finish outside
the aperture area. Use a very tiny amount of glue
on each piece, just enough to hold it in place. The
easiest way to do this is to put a little glue into a
saucer and use a cocktail stick to apply. You may 
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find a pair of tweezers a great help when placing
the pieces.

Shade the background very lightly with
colouring pencils to add a little detail to the
water and sky and always shade from side to
side only. Use blue and a little red to shade the
sky pressing very lightly so the colour only 
just shows. 

The water is shaded with green, blue and 
red as follows. Towards the top where it meets
the hills shade with red and blue, the red serves
as a reflection of the reddish hills. As you work
down the card shade with blue and green keep-
ing more blue towards the centre and green
towards the edges.

Glue the remaining pieces onto the card as
you go along. Cut a piece of heavy leaf to the
shape of the jetty, and cut
stems to make the wooden
fence and legs.

Cut two tiny hulls from
brown plant material and two
sails from any red petals. To
make the small boats look like
they are moving through the
water I have added a tiny
feather beneath each. If you
have feather pillows check
inside your pillowcase, one or
two will always make their
way out of the casing and
some of them are a perfect size.

Next place the pink Spiraea
and Solidago to the sides of
the scene and glue into place.
These add depth to the picture,
especially the larger piece
coming across the scene.

To make the hull of the
large boat, glue the white lily
petal onto a piece of thin card.
Cut the card to the shape of
the hull. Use the black felt pen
to draw a line along the top
edge of the hull. I have also
added a squiggle in blue pen
beneath the line for the name
of the boat.

Cut the mast from a stem
and glue onto the background,
glue the hull on just overlap-
ping the end of the mast. Use

very thin stems or a single strand of embroidery
thread for the ropes either side of the mast. Cut
the flag from any purple coloured petal. Tie the
boat to the jetty using a piece of brown plant
material for the post and a curved Sweet Pea 
tendril. Glue a little sprig of Spiraea beneath the
boat for foreground interest.

Cover the picture with a piece of matt ther-
maseal following the instructions that come with
it for pressing. Mount the design into the card 
in the usual way and glue the card closed.

The picture is made mostly from shades of
mauve and green. I made a simple tassel from
embroidery threads in shades as similar as I
could find to those within the design. By adding
a couple of strands of silvery thread the tassel
has been given a slight sparkle as well.

Actual Size



Treasure Chest
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By Tex

Materials Required:
Pale Blue card 12cm x 12cm.
Pale Green card 3.5cm x 12cm.
Pearly translucent polyester 
fabric 12cm x 12cm.
Scraps of Green/Blue silk fabric 
and Green netting.
4cm Length of Gold mini tinsel.
Orange card 5cm x 5cm.
Black and Gold pens.
Brown leather type fabric 7cm x 8cm.
Tracing paper and a pencil.
Carbon paper and a small ruler.
Craft knife and cutting mat.
2 Large half gems and a large sequin.
10cm Length Pearl beading.
15 to 20 small round sequins with 
holes through the centres.
Short length of Dark Yellow embroidery thread.
Scraps from an old map and a small Silver or
Gold coin.
UHU All purpose adhesive: ADH01.
Card mount: AP52U, Parchment Blue.

To Make The Card:
Place the open card face down and glue the

blue card centrally onto the left hand flap. Glue
the strip of green over the blue aligning the
lower edges.

The fish, plants and net don’t need to be 
positioned exactly, simply fold the card to check
they are within the aperture area before gluing.

For the seaweed I have used some hand
painted silk in green and blue, you could use 
any fabric or paper in the right colours. Cut 
some rough leaf shapes from the fabric and 
glue them onto the left hand side.

Place a small piece of green net over the 
bottom of the leaves and green card, with the
lower edge finishing outside the aperture area.

Cut two fish from
the orange card, out-
line and dot in the eye
on each using a black
felt tipped pen. Glue 
a short length of mini 

Actual Size
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tinsel between the fish to make the weed hanging
down from the top of the aperture. Glue the
translucent pearly fabric over the design and
glue the card closed.

Tear off two pieces of map about 4cm square.
To make the pieces of map look older and more
in keeping, soak them in black tea for about an
hour then take them out and lay flat to dry. Once
dry, take one square of map and fold from top to
bottom about half way across, pull the top centre
over the left hand corner to shape. Roughly roll
the second piece to make a rolled up map and 
tie with a little gold thread.

Place the tracing paper over the diagram of
the treasure chest on the previous page and trace
the outline and handle. Position the tracing over
the brown leather and slip a piece of carbon
paper between the two making sure the inky 
side is down. Retrace over the lines to transfer
them to the leather and remove the tracing.

Use the black felt tip to reinforce the shape 
of the treasure chest, don’t use a ruler for this,
the lines should be naturally rough and with
occasional breaks. Using the diagram below as 
a rough guide, add the gold lines inside the lid
and some highlights in both gold and black pen.

Cut the top front edge of the chest ready for
the treasure to be inserted, begin the cut approx-
imately 3mm in from the left edge and finish
1mm or so from the front right hand corner. The
cut should be a fairly straight so it’s best to use 
a ruler unless you have a steady hand. 

Stuff the chest with treasures gluing the 
pieces in as you go with a little UHU on the back
of each piece. Start by placing the rolled map at

an angle in the left hand corner, then add the
large jewels toward the back of the chest. 

Using a needle and yellow thread, stitch the
sequins into a string. Take the needle through the
first sequin, then back through the sequin from
the same direction, make a small knot to secure
the end to the running thread (this will stop the
sequin sliding off and will not show). Take the
needle through the next sequin and slide it down
until it is quite close to the first, take the needle
back through from the same direction to keep it
in place. Continue until you have a good length
of strung sequins and knot the end as before. 

Put some glue onto the leather in the space
between the jewels, tuck the ends of the sequin
string under the flap and tumble them into the
chest so they look like silver coins, tuck a large
sequin and the end of the pearl beading in
amongst them as you go.

Glue the end of the pearl beading behind the
chest using the photo as a guide. Glue the back
of the chest and position it onto the card. Glue
the map and coin onto the card. My coin is just 
a little bigger than a 5p piece. One of the new
10euro cent pieces is just the right size and is a
lovely, shiny yellow/gold colour.



Stencil Style
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By Norma Broom

Materials Required:
Off-cuts of card for backgrounds in various
colours and shapes.
Dreamweaver stencils: 
Morning Glory/Hummingbird and
Butterfly/Music Notes.
Masking tape.
Gouache in various colours.
Small stencil brush.
Holographic paper slightly larger than offcut.
Peel off stickers.
Tracing paper and a pencil.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive: PVA01.
Card mount: DEC3U, White.

To Make The Cards:
Stencils are quite expensive to buy and I like

to get the best out of mine by mixing and match-
ing areas from different stencils as well as using
the design as it comes. All of these designs were
made using the Glory/Hummingbird stencil
with the butterflies from the Butterfly/Music
stencil added to some of them.

The designs are not embossed so you don’t
need a lightbox or an embossing tool. Place the
card beneath and the stencil on top, hold in place
with masking tape to prevent the stencil moving
whilst you work.

I use gouache to paint my stencil cards but
other media are available. It is important to use 
a stencil brush as they have stiff bristles and the
golden rule for stencilling is to use an almost dry
brush with very little paint on it. To this end I
keep a permanent palette with dry patches of
gouache on it – topping up the various colours
where necessary when I finish working. This
ensures that next time I have a nice dry palette
ready to use.

Add just a tiny drop or two of water to the
dry colour on the palette and then pick up a little
on an almost dry brush, dab off any excess onto 
a paper towel. Hold the brush in an upright posi-
tion and dab onto the surface of the card thus
obtaining the stippled effect.

Always begin each area with the lightest
colour and then add the darker ones. In this way
it is possible to mix colours on the paper. I find
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that applying at least two, and usually three or
more, shades one over the other, gives depth and
variation to the work. To this end I keep a fairly
extensive palette on the go with several hues of
the same colour. In the case of green for example,
I would have: yellow green, olive green, dark
green and viridian.

Masking tape is the stenciller’s best friend.
Apart from holding the stencil in place while you
work, it is very useful for temporarily masking
out closely adjacent sections and/or edges, par-
ticularly when working on small, detailed areas.

Before using masking tape on your work, tear
off a strip and stick it to a cotton tee shirt, jeans
or even onto the palm of your hand first. This
lessens the adhesive effect and helps prevent 
the tape marking the card. 

Always wash stencils between uses as dry
gouache re-activates itself on contact with a
damp brush and you can end up adding colours
you don’t want. Gouache dries quickly and it is 
a very simple task to clean your stencils and
brushes with water and a little soap.

Aligning areas from different stencils can be
difficult as they are not see through. My solution
is to stencil the first part as normal, then roughly
stencil onto tracing paper just the part I wish to
use from the second stencil and draw around the
outer edge of it. This traced paper can be placed
over the stencilled part of the design and posi-
tioned perfectly. Then simply place the stencil
over the tracing aligning the outer border before
carefully slipping the tracing out.



Gingham Greetings
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By Margaret Bullen
Both cards have very similar requirements 

so I have listed everything, you can mix most 
of them between the designs anyway to make 
a slightly different version if desired.

Materials Required:
Coloured gingham paper 15cm x 15cm.
Plain Orange or very lightly patterned 
paper 7cm x 7cm.
Tracing paper and a pencil.
Pair of 7mm joggle eyes.
Scraps of Leafy Green card.
3 Embroidered daisy motifs.
Fine tipped felt pens: Red and Green.
Orange felt tipped pen.
Congratulations peel off sticker.
Small piece of sponge.
Stamp pads: Pale Blue and Pale Yellow.

Paper punches: Butterfly 
and Teddy.
Double sided tape.
P.V.A. Craft adhesive.
Card mount: SF01U, 
Smooth White.

To Make The Card:
I think the gingham paper

gives a rather pleasing effect,
but have also made a pink
bunny card from pink paper
with little white dots over it, a
small floral paper bunny would
also look good, so why not
experiment with different 
patterns and shades. 

Another idea I intend to try
out is fabric as there are so
many lovely patterns available. 

Actual Size
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Place the tracing paper
over the diagram of your
choice and trace the out-
lines of the shapes. Turn the
tracing face down and place
over the gingham paper, re-
trace the flower’s outerline
or the bunny shape. For the
flower, retrace the inner line
onto the orange paper.

Cut out the pieces and
glue them onto the card
mount using P.V.A. adhe-
sive. Draw the mouth and
nose onto the flower, glue
the joggle eye(s) in place.

Using the orange felt
tipped pen draw a zig-zag
line all around and crossing
the join where the centre
meets the petals.

Paper punch the butterflies and teddies from
the spare pieces of gingham paper and glue 
onto the card. The flower leaves, and the tiny
daisy leaves on the bunny card are cut from
green paper. The daisy leaves are hearts with 

the pointed ends under the flowers. For the 
large leaves I drew a heart shape and cut it 
in half, but any leaf shape will be fine. I cut a
straight strip of paper for the stem, cut a tiny
nick in one edge where I wanted it to bend and

gently curved it over.
Glue the leaves and
stem onto the card.

The edge of the 
card is coloured using 
a small piece of sponge
and a stamp pad. Dab
the sponge onto the
pad to ink it and then
dab the inked sponge
around the edge of the
card, re-applying the 
ink as necessary.

The yellow patches
are added to the bunny
card in the same way
using the yellow stamp
pad, and dabbing in 
little patches with the
sponge where required.

Add a peel off stick-
er greeting or write one
of your own, I like to
use the fine ends of Le-
Plume pens for writing
onto cards, they do a
great job.

Actual Size



Happy Holidays
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By Susan Barlow

Materials Required:
Tracing paper.
Fine Black pen.
Pricking tool or a pin with a ball head.
Embroidery threads: Dark Green, Blue, 
Yellow, Brown and Orange.
Perforating mat.
A few pins and sticky tape.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: DF04U, Textura Natural White.

To Make The Card:
Place the tracing paper over the diagram

below and using the black pen mark the position
of each dot on the diagram. Check that all the
dots are marked before removing the tracing.

The design is perforated directly onto the 
centre panel of the card mount working from 
the front.

Place the opened card face up on the perf-
orating mat (if you don’t have a perforating mat
the back of an old mouse mat works very well).

Position the tracing paper over the centre
panel of the card and make sure the horizon dots
are level. Push a pin through the top leftmost dot
marked on the tracing, go right through the card
as well and leave the pin in place. Do the same
with the top rightmost dot, this will anchor the
tracing to the card so it does not move whilst 
you work.

Using the pricking tool or a ball headed pin,
prick through all the remaining dots on the
design, making sure you push right through 
the card mount as well as the tracing paper. 

Remove the pins and tracing paper. Perforate
through the two holes where the pins were to
make sure they are the same size as the rest.

The design is worked by stitching through 
the holes made in the card. The exact colour of
the embroidery thread is not important, use the 

Actual Size
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photo and chart as a guide to colours and stitch
using straight stitch or back stitch as needed. 
Use two strands throughout the design unless
otherwise indicated.

Begin with the trunk using brown thread.
Tape the end of the thread to the back of the card
and bring the needle through from the back at 1.
Work the outline of the trunk in running stitch,
taking the needle down at 2, up at 3, down at 4,
up at 5 and down at 6. This method works every
other stitch, continue to the top of the trunk then
turn round and work back down the trunk filling
in the missing stitches. 

Work other side of the trunk and the zig-zags
on the trunk in the same way. Fasten off using a
little tape as before.

Next work the palm leaves using green thread
and the diagram on the right for guidance. Tape
the end of the thread to the back of the card close
to where you are about to stitch. Bring the needle
through from the back at 1. Take the needle
down at 2, back up at 3, down at 4, up at 5 and
down at 6. Use a small piece of tape to fasten the
end of the thread. Work the other four leaves in
the same way as the first.

The sun is worked in orange thread in the
same way as the palm leaves. Tape the thread to
secure, bring the needle up at 1, down at 2, up at
3 etc. As you work round you will find you begin
to use the holes twice to make the pattern, it is
complete when you have used each hole twice.

The sand is worked using yellow thread and
in exactly the same way as the palm leaves. 
Tape the thread, bring the needle through from
the back at 1, take it down at 2, up at 3 etc.

Several of the ‘wave’ stitches are made using
blue and yellow stitched together, these are
shown in the diagram above. For these stitches
use a single strand of each colour and work in
straight stitch.

The remaining stitches are worked in straight
stitch using the colours shown in the diagram
on the previous page.

Left: This design is worked in the same way but
instead of using the whole card for the stitching 
I have left space at the bottom for a peel off
greeting and decorative sea shell to add variety.
You may be able to find other tiny trinkets or
sequin confetti with a beach/island theme to 
use with your stitched picture.

Actual Size



Vinegar Marbling
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By Marianne Van Beelen
I have always been intrigued by the beauty 

of marbled paper, wanting for years to try it
myself. The problem is that ingredients for mar-
bling, such as turps, make me very ill, so it never
happened. Then a few weeks ago I found a book
about making decorative paper and describing a
very old technique called vinegar marbling. The
ingredients were only sugar and vinegar so it
seemed ideal.

There were no pictures in the book so it all
sounded rather intriguing and I decided to try 
it at once. I was really pleased with the unusual
results, they are like crystal patterns rather than
marbling as we know it.

The technique has the advantage of being
very quick and easy to do and you can make
quite a number of marbled papers in a short

time, but you do have to work fast. Each card
you make will be unique and I am sure you will
enjoy vinegar marbling very much. Okay, there
are some points against it too – it is messy and
sticky and the marbled papers have to dry for at
least a couple of days before you can use them.

Materials Required:
Ordinary White vinegar.
White icing sugar.
Container to mix ingredients, a plastic cup 
with a lid is ideal for this.
White card 2cm larger than the aperture.
Water soluble ink, silk paint or food colouring.
Flat paintbrush size 10.
Round brush for ink approx. size 4 to 6.
Large piece of corrugated cardboard.
Old newspapers.
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4 Sticky fixer pads and dressmakers pins.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount of your choice.

To Make The Cards:
Start by making a vinegar mixture. To make

four or five cards add one tablespoon of vinegar
and two tablespoons of sugar to the plastic cup,
put the lid on firmly and shake well until the
sugar is dissolved. This can be speeded up by
placing the container in some hot water to warm
the mixture before shaking. You can make larger
batches of mixture if you want to make more
cards, but always use one part of vinegar to two
parts sugar. The mixture will keep for at least
two weeks.

Now, cover the table with old newspapers 
or a sheet of plastic and place the corrugated
cardboard on top of this. 

The card will tend to curl up as it gets wet, to
prevent this you need to hold it flat and prefer-
ably slightly away from the cardboard so there 
is no chance of them sticking together. The best
way to do this is to decide on the largest size
aperture you are likely to use and cut the card
2cm bigger all round. Lay the card onto the 
cardboard and draw round it, remove the card.

Place four sticky fixer pads onto the card-
board, one just inside each corner of the marked
rectangle. The pads are simply used as spacers,
don’t peel the top backing pieces off them as 
you don’t want the card to stick onto them. 

Place the card on top of the pads, and push 
a pin through each corner, it will help to keep 
the card flat if you put the pins through at a
slight outward angle. 

After coating the card with the vinegar solu-
tion, it is vital that you work very quickly. As

soon as the card begins to dry the the crystals
will no longer form. I use a size 10 flat brush, 
but the exact size is not important. Dip the flat
brush into the vinegar solution and paint one
card, a thick layer works best and make sure 
you cover every bit of the card which will be
inside the aperture area before going quickly 
on to the next step. 

Here comes the fun part! You can never tell
what the exact result will be - just wait and see
what happens. Load a round brush with ink 
and drop blobs onto the card, you will see small
crystals appear where each blob falls onto the
card. You can cover the card with small crystals
but I find it looks better if you go for one large
crystal or a mixture of sizes. 

To make larger crystals, load the brush with
ink and touch it onto the card where you want
the large crystal to appear, if you want to make
the crystal even larger add more ink to the out-
side of the crystal. If you want a smaller crystal,
touch the card more lightly, or with a smaller
brush where you want the crystal to appear. 

You will have to experiment for yourself 
and see what you like best, but that is all part 
of the fun and it is very interesting to watch the
crystals form as they appear on the card. 

As the ink spreads you naturally get several
different shades of colour and this effect is even
stronger after drying, but there is no reason why
you shouldn’t use more than one colour ink on
any card. Don’t forget to clean the brushes after-
wards, especially the vinegar solution brush or
you will end up with a lollipop!

Once the cards are dry to the touch and no
longer sticky (usually about two days), you can

mount them 
into your card
blanks. 

I like to 
add extra little
details to my
crystals, like
small, glittery
stones or shiny
sequin birds. 

It’s good to
rediscover old
techniques and I
hope you enjoy
making these
cards as much 
as I have.



Flower Theme
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By Ann Clarke
Whilst looking for a new idea I came across

some ‘ready dyed asparagus fern’. I decided this
lovely, delicate plant would look good with silk
flowers and so I planned my first card.

Having settled down and made ten cards - all
unique as plant materials are always slightly 
different, I very proudly took them along to a
craft fayre. I sold them all within the first hour, 
I was astounded and have been fired with en-
thusiasm ever since.

I use silk Roses, Lilies, Daisies, Larkspur etc.
and Poinsettia’s at Christmas time. An assort-
ment of spring flowers look very attractive 
for mother’s day. As well as the fern and silk 
flowers you will need some P.V.A. glue and a
card mount, I like to use AP31G because of the
large size and shaped edge to the card. You 
can use any large card, SF01G with bells in the
corner is great for a wedding anniversary. A

selection of pretty ribbons, strung beading etc. 
is useful to complement the flower group.

Although I have used paper motifs in 
these cards, peel off stickers work just as well, 
especially the large 25mm and 30mm numbers
(XL406U and XL407U).

The AP31G cards fold differently from most
cards and they can be a bit confusing if you
haven’t used them before. With the aperture on 
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the left and printed side up, fold the right hand
flap over the centre panel as shown. Turn the half
folded card over so the aperture is on the right
and it is printed side down. Fold the right hand
(aperture) flap over the centre panel. The card is
now folded ready for use with the front panel
opening on the left, glue this front panel closed.

Tweezers are a great help with placing the
ferns as they are quite delicate, and glue is best
applied to the back of the plants using a cock-
tail stick.

I used the same basic layout on all four cards
as it seems to work very well. Begin with the
main flower, glue the back and place the flower 
a little off centre, towards the lower left hand 
corner of the card mount. The rest of the design
is built around this flower.

Select two pieces of fern, a tall curved stem
and a small piece. Glue along the lower two
thirds of the back of the large piece. Tuck the 
end behind the flower petals so it is out of sight

and press onto the card, try to follow the curve 
of the aperture with the fern stem.

Glue the back of the smaller piece and place
on the card, tucking the end of the stem under
the lower petals of the flower, again curve the
stem to follow the aperture where possible as this
really helps to make everything work together.

Select the smaller flowers or buds to comple-
ment the flower, placing them above, below and
to the left of the main flower.

Flowers without stems are glued flat onto 
the card at the back of the flower head. Flowers
with stems should be placed so the heads above
the main flowers are angled upward and those
below are angled downward. Tuck all stems
behind the petals of the main flower as before.

A little softly folded, sparkly ribbon, glued
and tucked into the group to the lower left adds
a final touch to the spray. A narrow ribbon is
usually best for this, but a short, wide piece left
unfolded and with a ‘V’ cut in the end can be
equally effective.

Complete the card by adding a motif or 
sticker to the top right corner to balance the
design. 

Above: For this Christmas design I have used
a pretty, glittery Christmas rose made from silk
and extra sparkly ribbon along with winter
plants and berries to give it a really festive feel.



Animal Magic
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By Linda Cash
Marabu Fun & Fancy paints are a great 

way of making bright cards or suncatchers. 
The design is painted onto plastic and can 
then be peeled off to decorate a card or stuck
onto a window to make a fun suncatcher.

Materials Required:
Transparent plastic sleeve.
Marabu Fun & Fancy Black outliner.
Marabu Fun & Fancy paints: Light Pink (236),
Orange (013), Clear (101), Lemon (020), 
Yellow (019) and Flesh (029).
Kitchen roll.
Scissors or a craft knife.
Card mount: SF07U, Astralux Bright White.

To Make The Card:
The design is painted directly onto a

transparent plastic sleeve like the sleeves you can
buy to hold papers in ring binders. If you can get
the kind with a slit side edge as well, then all the

better. If not, simply cut along one edge of the
sleeve then slip the sleeve over the magazine
page containing the diagram.

Using the black outliner trace the
design of your choice onto the plastic
sleeve. Hold the nozzle of the bottle 
slightly above the surface of the plastic
and gently squeeze, following the lines 
of the design. This will give a smooth,
flowing line. Ensure there are no gaps 
in the line or the picture may tear when
peeled off the film. Leave the outline to
dry for one to two hours.

Apply colour to each section by 
squeezing the paint directly from the 
bottle onto the design. Ensure the colour
goes right up to the black outline and
spread fairly thickly. 

The paint will be cloudy to start with
but will clear as it dries. Make sure there
are no gaps in the paint and if any bubbles
appear, pop them using the folded corner
of a piece of kitchen roll.

Paint right over the dots for the eyes
with clear paint, don’t worry - they will 
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appear again when the paint has dried!
Leave the finished design to dry on the 
plastic film for 24 hours.

Place the open card mount face up on 
the work surface and carefully peel the design 
off the film. Position the design over the right
hand flap of the card mount and when you are
happy with the placement, press the design 
firmly onto the card with your hand.

Leaving a 1mm edge of card round the paint-
ed head, carefully cut the card around the right
hand side and along the top. Leave the left hand
(folded) side uncut.

Alternatively just press the design 
directly onto a window for a nice bright
suncatcher. If you enjoy glass painting 
why not make a card using glass paints 
on acetate as well, the design will fit into 
an AP04U card.



Brilliant Boxes
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By Sue Hibberd
Your friends and family will be delight-

ed to receive a gift presented in one of 
these stylish boxes, no two boxes are ever
the same so everyone will receive a unique
gift. The decoration is easy to do and looks
simply stunning, experiment with different
colour schemes and choose stickers to suit
the occasion.

Materials Required: 
Square White folding boxes: BOX02 (small),
BOX04 (large) or BOX37 (medium).
Kaleidacolor ink pad 
(I have used Pastel and Caribbean Sea).
Clean sheets of paper 
(larger than the flat box).
A brayer roller.
Hairspray.
Webbing spray.
Gold Label stickers, I used: 
Butterflies, XL080U & XL081U and ornamental,
XL317U & XL318U. All in Gold – Colour 01.
Double sided tape: ADH13.

To Make The Boxes:
Place a clean sheet of paper onto your work

surface and use masking tape along the edges to
stick it to the desk. Place the unfolded box blank
(dull side down) onto the paper, use two very
small pieces of double sided tape on the back of
the box just to stop it slipping while you work.

The Kaleidacolor pastel pad has a range of
colours from an orangey pink through to green,
the Caribbean Sea pad comes in shades beautiful
greeny blues. There are lots of makes and colour
ranges available, use one you particularly like 
or happen to have already.

Ink up the brayer, making sure the ink is
applied all the way round the roller. The flat
boxes will usually be wider than your ink pad
and/or roller, so you will most likely have to 
roll two strips of ink side by side. This should
not be a problem if you keep the roller the same
way round and line up carefully, with just a little

overlap. The join will become less obvious as you
apply more layers of ink to the box. Try to make
the join between rolled strips where there is a
fold line on the box, as shown below.
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Roll the brayer along the box in one direction from
start to finish, don’t be tempted to stop part way or
reverse direction. Begin rolling the next strip from the
same direction, keeping the roller aligned with the inked
part of the box. 

Continue rolling more layers in the same way until
you have the required depth of colour, re-inking the roller
as necessary. It is important to ink the roller in the same
direction each time, see below. If you flip the roller over
the colours will get mixed together, and spoil the effect.

Once the hairspray is thoroughly
dry, spray over the box with a coat of
webbing spray following the manufac-
turers instructions and leave to dry.

Place a small piece of double sided
tape along the flap shown in the dia-
gram on the right. Fold the box and
peel off the backing from the tape, 
stick the flap behind the panel it meets
when folded. Fold the top and bottom
flaps and tuck them closed.

The box is ready to take the stickers.
Place them on lightly and you will be
able to peel them off and reposition
them if you are not happy with your
first attempt. Once they are in their 
final positions, press them firmly on.

In a well ventilated area, spray the box with hair-
spray and leave to dry. This will give the colours a more
dappled appearance and 
make the box shine.



Liz Jervis
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Designer Profile
My home for the past 17 years has been a

chaotic house in a small village in the Swansea
Valley, South Wales but I was born and raised in
Todmorden, on the Lancashire/Yorkshire border.
I gave up work 15 years ago when our son Rhodri
was born and have
thoroughly enjoyed
staying at home to
look after him, his
sister Bethan and
brother Rhys.

We have always
enjoyed doing craft
activities, and the
phrase ‘I’m bored’ 
is banned in our
house. I have been 
a part-time child-
minder for several
years, to allow me to be at home with my chil-
dren, and I love my job. The house is always full
of children, toys, noise and clutter, but I wouldn’t
want it any other way.

I have always loved flowers and trees and
enjoyed helping my parents in our garden when
I was growing up. I now get tremendous plea-
sure from my own garden and grow the majority
of the flowers used in my cards.

I am a great believer in the
saying that a weed is only a
flower in the wrong place, and 
I encourage Buttercups, Daisies,
Herb Robert and other flowers
often shunned by gardeners.
Even Japanese Knotweed and 
the much vilified Leylandii are
pretty when pressed.

My garden is totally organic,
so I have to grow some flowers,
e.g. Verbena, Larkspur and
Violas, in pots to avoid slug 
damage, and I gave up on certain
plants, e.g. Delphiniums, years
ago. I like to allow plants to 
self-seed and Calendulas, Forget-
Me-Knots, and Nigellas have
taken over the vegetable plot!
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I have
recently dis-
covered the
rich colours in
shop-bought
Carnations, 
but mostly I
choose flowers
from my own
or friend’s 
gardens. I am
always looking
out for unusual
textures and
shapes and use
lichen, seed
heads, bark
and grasses,
these are par-
ticularly useful
for cards for
men, since the flowers are often far too feminine.
There is a certain amount of trial and error
involved in pressing flowers, it is often necessary
to wait several weeks before judging if a flower

has pressed 
successfully, by
which time the
plant may have
stopped flower-
ing. As a general
rule, fleshy plants
are poor, and flat
flowers give the
best results. It is
vital that only

bone dry plants in perfect condition are chosen,
since any blemish is exaggerated by pressing.
Some flowers change colour when pressed, and
purples, pinks and yellows keep their colours
most successfully. 

I began making cards from pressed flowers
when I was in junior school, but took up the

hobby again when I bought a kit
about 10 years ago. I was directed to
Craft Creations for cards and bought
the packs with a variety of shapes
and sizes. We have had a computer
for several years, and I now buy 
A4 size card so that I may print my
name on the back of the cards, most
people prefer a hand-written mes-
sage on the front, however. 

People really appreciate a hand
made card for a special occasion, and
I have lots of requests for wedding,
anniversary and valentine cards
which cannot be bought in shops. 
As seems to be the case with most
card-makers, I began by sending
cards to family and friends and then
plucked up courage to attend craft 
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fairs and now supply cards to several craft shops.
I make cards for the National Botanic Garden 
of Wales, and I was asked to print their logo 
on the back of their cards - thank heavens for a 
computer literate husband! 

Card-making is an evolutionary process and 
I am always keen to try
new designs or cards.
However, the discovery
of mulberry paper and
maplewood tissue
paper had a huge
impact on my work. 
I adore the different
colours and enjoy
blending strips of simi-
lar tones or making
patchworks in comple-
mentary shades. There
is always a colour to
match each flower or
shade of card, and 
eye-catching
designs can be
made by using
just a few
strips of paper
with only one
petal on each.
These are very
easy to mass-
produce, and
when I have a
large order (my
largest so far
was for 200!) 
I divide the
cards into
colour groups,
and this cuts
down on time.
Quick and easy

Christmas cards can be created using purples 
or dark blues with either silver coloured foliage
or sprayed leaves. Both formal and modern cards
are equally successful with mulberry paper, and
the pretty pastel colours are ideal for new baby
or christenings. For Mothering Sunday I made
several patchworks in hot orange, lime and 
yellow and placed herbs and spices on them. 

A good idea for Father’s Day would be fish-
ing flies, stamps, feathers or nuts and bolts, the
rectangles of paper give a certain cohesion to a
design. Any small scraps left over from a card
can either be used for a patchwork design or a
gift tag to match the original card.

I use spray mount for the mulberry paper,
mainly because the paper can be moved around
until the correct position is found. Many people
use thermaseal on their cards, but I find this
detracts from the natural effect and I also like 
to be able to touch the flowers and the paper.
Bookmarks may need the added protection, how-
ever. Finally, I store the cards in a box containing
a tissue dotted with lavender oil, and the cards
always smell beautiful. 

I maintain that nature, not me, is the artist 
in my work, and now the mulberry paper gives
that extra something. It is so simple to produce a
unique and eye-catching card using this wonder-
ful medium, and I hope you will be inspired to
experiment. 



Juggling Clowns
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By Valerie Harrison

Materials Required:
Thin White card 2cm x 2cm.
Thin Red card 7cm x 7cm.
A tiny piece of Orange fur fabric 2cm long.
Fine Black drawing pen.
Red colouring pencil.
Dimensional fabric paint: Black, White, 
Yellow, Green and Red.
Tracing paper and a pencil.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: SF04U, Bright Blue.

To Make The Card:
Using the pencil trace the head and body 

onto the tracing paper. Lay the tracing of the
head face down over the white card and retrace
over the lines to transfer them. It’s less fiddly to
draw the face details (except the nose), before
cutting the head out. Using the black pen draw
in the eyes and mouth and add rosy cheeks 
using a red pencil.

Place the body tracing face down over the 
red card and retrace over the lines as before, cut
out both the head and body. 

Place the body of the clown towards the 
bottom of the card mount and glue into place.

Cut a very thin strip of fur fabric to approx-
imately 2cm long and glue along
the back of the head leaving the
top showing as spiky hair. Glue
the head onto the card overlap-
ping the body by about 1mm.

Use fabric paints to finish 
the design. Paint the feet onto
the card in black, the hands in
white and the nose onto the face
with a dot of red. Make small
dots of green paint evenly over
the body of the clown. Paint the
juggling balls using dots of red,
green and yellow.

Left: In this design I have cut
two bodies from different colour
card and cut each in half using
fabric paint to cover the join.

Actual Size



Drive Time
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By Lisa Bates

Materials Required:
Astralux gloss card 7cm x 20cm: 
Red CH025 or Black CH009.

Black card 4cm x 14cm.

Black textured card 4cm x 9cm.

Shiny Silver card: 2cm x 3cm.

Acetate 10cm x 3cm: PET01.

Sharp craft knife.

Embossing tool or biro.

Gold Label stickers: XL058U-03 
and XL132U-03.

Tracing paper.

Hole punch.

White card 5cm x 11cm.

Red or Black felt tipped pen. 

Fine tipped overhead projector pen.

Deckle edged and small wave scissors.

Sticky fixers and double sided tape.

P.V.A. Craft adhesive.

Card mount: DEC1U, Smooth White.

To Make The Card:
Place the tracing paper over the diagram

below, trace all the pieces including the lines
showing the door, handle and stripes on the
bodywork.

Place the car body tracing over the red or
black astralux and pressing quite firmly to indent
the card beneath, go over all the lines with an
embossing tool or biro. This works best if you
place the work onto an old magazine, giving it 
a softer base to press into.

Actual Size
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Using a sharp craft knife, cut round the 
car body and cut the windows out. Whenever 
you cut astralux, a white edge will show on 
the front of the card, use a matching colour 
felt tip rolled along the cut edges to ‘touch up 
the paintwork’, don’t forget to go round the 
windows as well.

Place the acetate over the diagram of the
windows and headlamp (right) and using 
an overhead projector pen trace the solid out-
lines directly onto the acetate. Cut out the
pieces keeping just inside the lines. 

Using small pieces of double sided tape, stick
the window into place aligning the front edge
with the top of the car roof. Stick the headlight
into place aligning the curved edge with the
front of the bonnet. Use the dotted lines on the
diagram to help with the alignment of these
pieces.

Using the embossing tool, retrace the tyres
onto textured black card (smooth will do if you
can’t get textured) and cut out using small wave
scissors. Retrace the suspension pieces onto
smooth black card, the hubcaps and bumpers
onto shiny silver card. Cut out all the pieces, and
punch out two circles from silver card using the
hole punch.

Use the diagram below to help with place-
ment. Stick the suspension pieces onto the back
of the car behind the wheel arches using small
pieces of sticky fixer. Use P.V.A. adhesive to fix
the hub caps and centres onto the wheels and 
the front and rear bumpers onto the car. Place
half a sticky fixer onto the top centre of each
wheel at the back, peel off the backing pieces 
and stick into position inside the wheel arches.

Using deckle edged scissors, cut a panel
approximately 5cm x 11cm from white card and
add the greeting. Place pieces of sticky fixer close
to each corner of the deckled panel, peel off the
backing pieces and stick onto the mount, 7mm
from the top and centrally from side to side. 

Turn the car face down and place sticky fixer
pieces onto the back of the car body, but not onto
the suspension, windows, headlamp or wheels.
Peel off the backing pieces and stick the car onto
the mount beneath the greeting.

Actual Size

Actual Size



Lily Of The Valley
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By Connie McEvoy

Materials Required:
Piece of White fabric 12cm x 12cm. I have used
wild silk but many other fabrics would be fine.
Lightweight iron on Vilene 12cm x 12cm.
Stranded cottons, see chart below.
Fine crewel needle.
Tracing paper.
Black pencil.
Embroidery hoop.
Dressmakers pins and masking tape.
Double sided tape.
Card mount AP09U, Dark Green.

To Make The Card:
Trace the leaves from the diagram onto the

tracing paper. Pin the traced design onto the back
of the iron on Vilene placing it centrally.

Use masking tape to fix this to a bright 
window (or if you have a light box, even better)
with the tracing side toward the glass. Trace the
leaves onto the Vilene using the black pencil.

Remove from the window and unpin the 
tracing. Iron the Vilene centrally onto the white
silk fabric, it should show through clearly
enough for you to work over.

Place the silk into the embroidery hoop and
follow chart one for the stitching. Using two
strands of 268 (deep green), embroider the leaves
in fishbone stitch. As you stitch along each leaf,
follow the central vein to give the leaf it’s shape.
Work the leaf stems in backstitch.

ANCHOR                              DMC  MADEIRA

A  -  260      Pale Green          472             1604
B   -  267      Medium Green   470             1411
C  -  268      Deep Green         937             1413
D  -  042      Deep Pink           309             0410
E   -  01        White              White           WhiteActual Size
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Still following chart one, use straight
stitch for the stems and fly stitch for the
feathery tops, work the fine grasses in 
the back of the posy. Use 2 strands of 260 
for the grasses that are pale green, and 2
strands of 042 for the deep pink grasses.

Using chart two, work the Lily stems in
2 strands of 267 (medium green). Bring the
needle up through the fabric at A, take the
thread over to C laying it onto the fabric
but don’t stitch into the fabric. Instead tie a
small knot at C and fold the thread back to
A. Take the needle back through the fabric
at A leaving the laid thread on the front of
the work.

Bring the needle back to the front of the
work at A. Using small satin stitches and
stitching through the leaves beneath, over-
cast the laid threads from points A to B.
Continue stitching along the laid threads
using buttonhole stitch (without taking 
the needle through the fabric or leaves) so
the stem remains free. Work to the end of
the laid threads at C and fasten off without
fixing to the fabric.

Work the second flower stem following
the same method, begin overcasting at D
and work to E. Switch to buttonhole stitch
and continue to point F.
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The flowers and buds are worked in the same
way for both stems, follow chart three. Use 1
strand of 267 (med green) and 1 of white together
for the buds, work three or four French knots
along the top 6 to 8mm of the stem. As you work,
the stem will twist and blend into the knots, this
is desirable so don’t worry about it. 

Using 2 strands of white work the flowers
onto the loose stems, begin with the lowest
flower. Work 6 French knots in a huddle onto 
the stem just above B. Work satin stitch over the
knots to make a rounded and bulbous flower.
The frilly petal edges are made from three small
loops worked onto the edge of the flower, vary
the positions so they face in different directions.
Continue using 2 strands of white and make a
small loop, work buttonhole stitch over the loop

until it is completely covered. Make another loop
right next to the first and cover with buttonhole
stitch, then make a third loop and cover in the
same way. Work another flower next to this in
exactly the same way.

The next 2 flowers are worked using the same
method but each is made a little smaller than the
one before by reducing the number of French
knots in the huddle as follows. For the third
flower work over 4 French knots and, for the
fourth flower work over just 2 French knots. 

After working the flowers thread the needle
with a single strand of 267 (medium green).
Between the third and fourth flower on each
stem work a single, slightly loose stitch to lightly
catch the stem against the fabric. This prevents
them from moving around too much but the
small top flower and the buds will still be able 
to bend naturally.

To make the bow, thread the needle with two
strands of 260 (pale green) cut to approximately
15cm long. Working from the right side, insert
the needle through the fabric where marked in
the diagram, leaving th  e ends on the front of the
work. Bring the needle back through to the right
of the stems where shown. Unthread the needle
and making sure both sides of the thread are
about even, tie a small knot to secure the threads
across the stems followed by a neat bow. Adjust
the ends and loops to a pleasing length and trim
if necessary.

Mount the work into the card in the usual
way and glue the card closed. 



Birthday Cup
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By Joanne Sanderson
Stitched on 14 count White Aida using 

2 strands for the cross stitch and 1 strand 
for the backstitch. This design fits an SF06U
card. Stitch Count: width 55 x depth 55.

To add the ribbons, thread the needle 
with a single strand of white pulling the 

DMC                                           MADEIRA   
A  -  666      Bt Red                              0210
B   -  336      Navy Blue                       1007
C  -  704      Lime Green                     1410
D  -  801      Dark Brown                    1914
E   -  White  White                               2402
F   -  762      Light Grey                       1804
G  -  318      Mid Grey                         1802
H  -  310      Black                                2400
     -  310      Black outlining               2400   
     -  336      Navy outlining               1007

thread through until both ends
are the same length. Starting
from the front of the work, take 
the needle through the fabric
where marked on one handle
coming back out one square
below. Pull the thread through
leaving a 2cm long end on the
front of the work. Make another
stitch on the fabric to secure and
fasten off at the back. Work a
red tassel using the same holes
and method. Repeat in both
colours for the other handle.
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By Hazel Lee

Materials Required:
2mm Quilling paper: White,
Bright Green, Medium Green
and Dark Green.
Fine quilling tool.
Fine Gold cord approx. 50cm.
Pink card 10cm x 15cm.
Pale Yellow paper approx. 
3cm x 12cm.
Gold Label sticker: XL418U-08.
Hole punch.
Tracing paper and pencil.
Craft knife or scissors.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: SF02M, Linen Gold.

To Make The Card:
Trace the crescent design from the diagram.

Transfer to the pink card by turning the traced
design face down and retracing the pencil line.

Cut out the design using a knife or scissors if
you prefer. Glue the fine cord around the edge of

the crescent beginning and ending at the ‘X’ so
the join will be covered by the flower spray. The
gluing needs to be done very carefully or it will
show, I find the best way is to apply a very fine
line of glue onto the card with the point of a
cocktail stick. Only glue a few centimetres at a
time as the glue dries very
quickly when spread thinly.

Leaves:
Make 14 of these. Using

1⁄4 length of medium green
make a loose coil
as follows. Wind
the paper onto
the tool leaving
the last 1.5cm
unwound. Drop
the coil from the
tool and glue the
end where you
stopped winding
leaving a 1.5cm
straight tail,
pinch the ends
of the coil to
shape as shown.
Glue three of the
leaves together
as shown to
make a little
group. Repeat

Actual Size
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White Flowers & Buds:
Make 31 Flowers using 1⁄8

strips of white paper and 12
using 3cm strips of white.
Roll the paper into a loose
coil and glue the end. Press one side 
of the coil into the narrow end of the
quilling tool to shape.

Make four buds as follows. Using 
a 3cm length of white, roll into a tight 
peg and glue the end
before removing it 
from the tool.

Glue two lengths 
of bright green paper
together to make a 
double thickness strip
and two lengths of 
dark green paper back to back to make another
strip. Cut the strips to length using the diagram
(centre right) for size and colour. Cut the bottom
end of each strip to an angle. Curving the strips
as necessary place the flowers and buds along
the stems as shown.

Lemon Roses:
Make 6 of these. Punch 6 circles

from the yellow paper. Draw around 
a 5p coin onto the yellow paper and
cut into a spiral as shown. To make
the rose centre, roll the spiral onto the
tool starting from the outside point
and glue the end. Lightly glue the
rose centre onto a piece of white
paper (to hold it still while you work),

three times so you have 
four little groups of leaves,
leave the remaining two
leaves loose.

Folded Leaves:
Make three of these. These leaves are

made by the alternate looping method
but folded across the width rather than
edgewise which is more usual. Fold as
shown below, then glue the end and the
overlaps at the back.

glue the six circles around the rose centre using 
a dab of glue at the lower part of each circle 
to hold them in place. Once the glue has dried 
carefully remove the flower from the backing
paper either by gently pulling it off or by cutting
the paper away.

Glue the crescent onto the card and assemble
the pieces using the diagram to guide you for
position. Use strips of bright green glued to 
make a double thickness strip for the stems. Cut
a taper at the lower end of each, making them 
as you go. Add a Gold Label greeting to finish.



Stitched on 14 count Snowblue Aida using 2 strands
for the cross stitch and 1 strand for the backstitch. This
design fits an AP07G card.

Stitch Count: width 44 x depth 51.
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By Joanne Sanderson

DMC                                        ANCHOR      MADEIRA

A  -  928      Very Light Grey            274                  1805
B   -  948      Flesh Pink                    1011                  0306
C  -  746      Ivory                               386                  2101
D  -  371      Tan                                  855                  2111
E   -  3348    Light Green                   260                  1603
F   -  367      Blue/Green                   210                  1206
G  -  989      Mid Green                     242                  1407
H  -  3051    Olive Green                   268                  1601
     -  310      Black outlining             403                Black
     -  367      Blue/Green outlining  210                  1206
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Centre: 
Angela Holdsworth, North Yorkshire.
A pretty 3D découpage design worked
onto a single fold card.

Below:
Doreen Ryder, South Yorkshire. 
The centre panel is cut from holographic
card and decorated with silk flowers
and beads. The outer border and corner
designs are peel off stickers.

Below: Mary Gibson, Bristol. The background is strips of fabric
joined together. I have overlaid the joins with painted gauze
which is then machine stitched in gold thread.

Above: Mrs D. Softley,
Devon. Corrugated card
pot with quilling paper
plants worked onto an
offcut and mounted onto
a single fold card.

Right: 
Kate McLean, Berkshire. 
This picture panel is cut from fabric and
I have frayed the outer border to give a
decorative edge before mounting it onto
a single fold card.

Above: Betty Nunn, Kent. 
A patchwork pattern made from folded fabric.

Below: Stella Grimsey, Hampshire. 
The background is one of my photos and I have
made a 3D découpage over it using a design cut
from wrapping paper.

Below: Alison Baillie, Hampshire. 
The background is made of alternating
panels of gold and blue card with a 
peel off centre design.
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Right: 
Shirley McCoy
East Yorks. 
The folded
shapes are
glued onto a
circle offcut.
The front of
the card has
been trimmed
with shaped
scissors and
the edge high-
lighted with
gold.

Below: Erica McRae, Essex. 
3D Découpage design made using silicone adhe-
sive. I have painted it with a high gloss varnish
and added glitter to highlight the fairy wings.

  Right: 
Pat Yeo,
Somerset. 
The butterfly
is a gold
label sticker
applied to
tracing paper
which I have coloured
on the back. This has
then been cut out and
stuck at the centre only
over a mulberry paper
background.
Right: 
Donna Ellis, Devon. 
The background is
hand drawn and
coloured. The buttons
are stitched onto a
house cut from card
which is stuck down
and trimmed with 
glitter glue. The smoke
from the chimney is
used as the welcome
message.

Above: Margaret Hinder, Essex. 
A dolphin button with some hand made
and peel off stars.
Left: Marcia Lockwood, West Sussex. 
A knitted jacket trimmed with a bow.
The hearts and flowers are cut from lace.

Below: Mrs D. Davies, Pembrokeshire. 
3D Découpage made from wrapping paper. I
used a silver pen for the lines on the front.
Below Centre: Suzanne Queree, Kent. 
I made the background paper by printing onto
tracing which is bordered by peel off stickers.
The hearts are cut from gold corrugated card.
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Left: M.J. Watkins, Devon. 
Sequin waste threaded with coloured ribbons
over a background of holographic paper,
trimmed with sequin butterflies.

Above: 
Mrs L. Hinton, Lancashire. 
I make these cards for the local
hospice with words stitched
onto aida and ribbon roses to
decorate them.

Left: 
Enid Lycett, Warwickshire. 
This is a pricked design worked
onto parchment and highlight-
ed with gold ink. The leaves 
are embossed and the flowers
are traced and coloured. The
butterfly is rubber stamped
onto parchment, coloured and
cut out before being stuck onto
the card by the centre only.

Above: Shirley Hayward, Hampshire. 
I traced the fan design from a book and cut my
card to this shape. The yellow corners are made
with a yellow pen and clear embossing powder.

Then I added
quilled butterflies
and flowers and
finished with a 
little ribbon bow.
Left: Mrs C.
Griffin, Cornwall. 
The black panel
has been made
using nail varnish
as a marbling tech-
nique. I have then
rubber stamped
the sun in black
over this, before
gold embossing
the edge of the
card and trimming
with bits of gold
and black.

Above:
L.J. Brown, Isle of Man. 
The music in the background has been
chosen to go with the subject matter and
is mounted into the aperture. The cute
sheep is made from cut card, with wobbly
eyes and a fluffy wad of sheep’s wool to
complete him. To add extra depth the
sheep is mounted onto the card using
sticky fixer pads.
Left: 
Mrs D. Fatkin, Lancashire.
The lace motif is glued onto a black card
mount to make a bold design with a
strong contrast to it.

Below
Phyllis Skinner, Somerset.
The fish, seabed and seaweed are cut from wallpaper
and I have added bubbles made from glitter glue. 
The dark blue card mount is very finely ribbled to 
give a more watery appearance to the background.
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Top Right: 
Babs Inwood,
Middlesex. 
A padded patchwork
design using
various scraps
of fabric and
buttons.
Right: 
Julie Booker,
Oxfordshire.
A torn mulber-
ry background
overlaid with
wide ribbon,
silk flowers
and a hand
made enve-
lope. Trimmed
with ribbon
and a peel off
sticker.

Right: 
Margery Lister,
Bournemouth. 
These are paper
flowers with
gold label stick-
ers used for the
centres. The
whole thing is
overlaid with
gauze which has
been machine
embroidered .

Above: Mrs W. Hullah, Cleveland. 
3D Découpage picture cut from wrap-
ping paper.

Right: Margaret Smith, Hertfordshire. 
A cross stitch design on 14 count fabric,
mounted into a birthday card.

Above: Audrey Tyrer, Derbys. 
Holographic flower stickers
mounted onto little gold panels
and put onto the card with
sticky fixers.
Centre: Mavis Wright, Bucks. 
This was made for a line danc-
ing friend. I drew the boot from
a book, the blue check paper is
the inside of an old envelope
mounted onto mulberry paper
and the stars are from a pack 
of lick and stick.
Below: Sile Whitfield, Ireland. 
An encaustic wax picture.
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Below: Jan Claxton, York. 
Paper punched flowers cut from
old envelopes with a paper dot
centre dabbed with gold. The
hand drawn stems are decorated
with stickers.

Left Centre: Mary Garratt, Hertfordshire. 
3D Design made from fabric, I have mounted the
fabric onto card before cutting to add stiffness.
Left: Mr D. Short, North Yorkshire. 
A vase of flowers made entirely from pressed
plant material and covered with thermaseal.

Above: Mrs C. Hardy, Essex. 
Teddy is cut from wrapping paper and
sits on a hand made ribbon cushion 
decorated with little silk roses and
beaded heart shapes.

Above: Mrs G. Strudwick, Leeds. 
A dynamic teabag folded design
mounted onto a background cut
from paper. The tulips are cut 
using a punch.
Right: J.M. Lindsay, Lancashire. 
Pressed flowers on a bookmark
which is encased front and back 
in thermaseal for durability, and
has a decorative tassel attached.
Below Left: 
Margaret Whiteley, Cheshire. 
This pressed flower design is
worked onto a panel which is
then thermasealed and mounted
onto a contrasting card mount.
The silver stripes have been 
heat embossed.

Above: 
Mary Graves, Dorset.
The background is fabric painted from 
a linocut, the bird and flowers are hand
painted.
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All back issues, from Issue 1 onwards, of the Craft Creations Magazine are available at £3.00 each,
U.K. Post & Packing Free, from Craft Creations Ltd at the address and telephone number below.

Magazine Subscriptions are also available, please phone or write for more details.
Craft Creations Limited, Ingersoll House, Delamare Road, Cheshunt,

Hertfordshire, EN8 9HD, England.   Tel: 01992 781900   Fax: 01992 634339
Website - www.craftcreations.com   Email - enquiries@craftcreations.com
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◆ For People Who Enjoy Making Greetings Cards ◆

◆ Greetings Card Projects ◆ Designer Profiles ◆ Patterns ◆ Readers Gallery ◆
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